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The Once-Utilitarian Kitchen
Has Evolved Into A TechnologyLaden Hub Of Creativity
BY ROGER GRODY

WHILE FUNCTION REMAINS A
preeminent consideration in kitchen
design, the days of this room being
strictly practical have long passed. The
space has emerged as a showplace for
visitors—guests at any party worth
attending invariably gravitate to the
kitchen—and the room’s aesthetics must
be as fashionable as the food prepared
there. However, no single formula goes
into creating a memorable kitchen, and
the diversity of approaches reflect the
inherent versatility of the space. Laura
Giuliani of House of G Designs states,
“The kitchen has become more personal,
and there’s genuine interest in making it a
lovely space in addition to just a functional space.” Designer Elaine Morrison
suggests, “The pandemic motivated
people to step up remodeling decisions,
opening up walls to make their kitchens
more a part of their homes.” Most designers agree that the stark all-white kitchen
is in decline, with Meredith Gullion of
Cooper Pacific Kitchens commenting,
“We’re sensing a trend back to traditional
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design in terms of detailing and how
space is used.” And while clients may be
acutely conscious of aesthetics, functionality has come into greater focus during
the past two years as homeowners have
honed their culinary skills, recognizing
exactly what spatial considerations are
important. Further altering the dynamics
in California is the nebulous distinction
between indoors and out, reinforced
during the pandemic. “We don’t want to
have any boundaries, so the use of similar
material and color palettes makes the
transition seamless,” reports designer
Julia Wong. Technology continues to
shape how the kitchen is optimized,
enabling its users to become more efficient while connecting with family
members in New York or culinary
instructors at Le Cordon Bleu. Today’s
successful kitchen is a sophisticated
blend of utility and high fashion, and the
best designers are adept at balancing the
two. Presented on these pages are inspiring kitchens from some of California’s
most talented designers. CH

THINKPURE
Designer Kelly Schandel, founding principal of the modern-leaning firm thinkpure, created a kitchen for a flashy Hidden Hills residence designed
by 64North, headed by acclaimed architect Wil Carson. “It reflects our style of ‘warm modernism’ in which the details are pared down but
the use of natural stone and wood adds warmth,” explains Schandel, who insists minimalism need not be austere. There is a pair of 131-inch
quartzite-clad islands, one with waterfall edges and wooden stools with cognac-colored leather from Article, which specializes in approachable
modern products. Lower cabinets feature blonde wire-brushed white oak, contrasting with charcoal-gray uppers. Underfoot are 12-inch oak
planks from Spanish flooring specialist Grato, while overhead hang dome-shaped pendants—their shades feature blackened bronze exteriors
and brass interior surfaces—from Allied Maker. Dramatic carbon-toned fixtures from California Faucets were selected, and Miele appliances are
seamlessly integrated into the design. “This kitchen was influenced by the home’s architecture, but its warm modern design is very much in line
with what we do,” says Schandel, who notes the residence is owned by a high-profile professional athlete. thinkpure.com
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Kitchens
CHIC DESIGN GROUP

HOUSE OF G DESIGNS
A playful, orange refrigerator from retro appliance
specialist Big Chill is a focal point in this warm,
nostalgic kitchen conceived by Laura Giuliani,
founding designer of House of G Designs. “The
client’s style is very eclectic and fun, but she’s
also a successful businesswoman, so we wanted
to provide a sense of refinement as well,” says
Giuliani of her inspiration for this kitchen at a
midcentury Ventura County home. “Similarly,
the Big Chill fridge has so much personality, but
is also refined and offers excellent quality,” she
explains. Giuliani selected alderwood cabinetry, a
terra-cotta backsplash embellished with Spanish
tiles for an additional pop of color, Brizo faucets,
and quartzite countertops appreciated by serious
cooks like this particular client, a professional
chef and restaurateur. The designer was able
to unify the kitchen design with an adjoining
dining area through consistent oak flooring. The
latter space showcases a table, chairs and rug
from L.A.-based Lulu and Georgia (one of many
women-owned enterprises represented here),
illuminated by a curvilinear metallic chandelier
wrapped in natural fiber from Ballard Designs.
houseofgdesigns.com

“As the name implies, our designs provide the
chic, modern look that’s currently trending,”
advises Mase Kazerani, co-founder and CEO
of Chic Design Group, whose company is the
exclusive Southern California representative
for the clean-lined Modulnova brand of
integrated kitchen systems. These Italianmanufactured products, offered in more than
100 different finishes and colors, provide both
flexibility and originality, insists Kazerani, who
explains they are particularly conducive to the
open concept floor plans that have become
so popular with consumers. By concealing
equipment behind thin, seamless panels,
Modulnova kitchens can be fully integrated
into a homeowner’s overall lifestyle, illustrated
by the presence of fireplaces or libraries in
these spaces. The Blade, featured here, is one
of many Modulnova kitchen collections, all
producing streamlined modern environments
in which to cook, collaborate and dine.
Reporting that Chic Design Group can
incorporate luxury appliances from Gaggenau
or Bosch into its kitchen concepts, Kazerani
states, “With our products’ diverse materials,
finishes and technologies, we work with
homeowners to transform their dreams into
reality.” chicdesigngroupco.com

MOYA LIVING
Moya Living, a leading manufacturer of sleek metal
cabinetry for both indoor and outdoor kitchens,
demonstrates the versatility of its products in a
Spanish Mission Revival home in La Jolla. The
company’s powder coated steel cabinetry works
surprisingly well with the home’s traditional
wood-beamed ceilings and arched doorways.
Reporting skyrocketing demand for her products,
company founder and CEO Moya O’Neill states,
“There’s a resurgence of interest among people
who care how things are made, and we’re
popular with homeowners who want something
different from what their neighbors have.” The
entrepreneur observes, however, that her metal
cabinetry is gaining mainstream acceptance.
“Our clientele includes prominent architects,
designers and owners of famous Mid-Century
Modern homes in L.A. and Palm Springs,” reports
O’Neill. Accenting Moya Living’s matte-finished
Classic White cabinetry in this La Jolla kitchen
is the selection of dark, handcrafted hardware
from Sun Valley Bronze, which also complements
the earthy Meteor Shower granite countertops.
The base of the island is a rich Manhattan Blue,
and Miele appliances complete a kitchen design
that seamlessly fuses traditional and modern
sensibilities. moyaliving.com
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